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Technical Bulletin Reference No. 2306-001
There has been a recent improvement to the tower fittings behind the mounting blocks for our ChickFil-A® Drop-In dispensers (Lancer PN: 85-23710-111-07). The fitting (CCP#: 144245) was upgraded
to increase the outer diameter of the barb and prevent potential leaks around the clamped tubing.

Old Fitting, Lancer PN: 01-0416-050710
The old stainless steel tube fitting has
"machined-in" barbs with rounded/flat edges.
The outer diameter of these fittings can range
from 0.273 inches to 0.283 inches.

New Fitting, Lancer PN: 48-3683
The upgraded fittings are "machine bar stock"
with much more aggressive designed barbs to
give more clamp ring force application to the
red-line tubing of the dispensers.

For more information about the upgraded fittings or the Lancer Chick-Fil-A® Drop-In Dispensers,
contact your Lancer Customer Service Representative.
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Technical Bulletin Reference No. 2306-002
Lancer is pleased to announce the latest addition to our expanding library of dispensing towers, The
Single Brand Unicorn Dispensing Tower. The Single Brand Unicorn looks and functions much like
our existing Unicorn Tower, however the Single Brand Unicorn dispenses only one brand as opposed
to four. The selection keypad has also been removed, which requires the customers to activate the
tower's main handle to dispense the beverage. The new Single Brand Unicorn will also be ADA compatible. A small, easy to access dispensing button will now located in the front of the newly developed
drip tray and cup rest.

Benefits to Single Brand vs. Multi-Brand
•

The new Single Brand Unicorn requires
a smaller junction than the Multi-Brand
Unicorn. The smaller junction box takes up
much less space underneath the counter.

•

Allows the owner to focus on specialty or
regional brand, such as A&W Root Beer®
or Big Red!

•

The new single brand syrup line makes it
easier to service and switch between two
or more different brands.

For more information about the new Lancer Single Brand Unicorn or how to convert
your current Unicorn Tower, visit lancercorp.com or contact a Lancer Customer Service
Representative. For immediate access to installation instructions or specification
information scan this QR code with a mobile device (app required).
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